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Key Takeaways

Two shifts have been observed in 
recent years: the amplification of 
voice and choice, and the change  
in contract between employers  
and employees.

Most people lead the way they wish  
to be led. Millennials and Gen Z  
want to be motivated and inspired  
by employers.

Keynote Speaker 
Carla Harris

Vice Chairman, Global Wealth Management & Senior Client Advisor

Authenticity is your competitive 
advantage. No one can be you. 
When you stray away from this, you 
create a competitive disadvantage.

Leaders must lead into unknown 
territory, and there has to be a 
measure of transparency to  
ensure trust.

CHRO Perspectives:  
Human Resources Enters the Spotlight

Susan Wetzel 
(Moderator)

Partner
Haynes & Boone

Tracy Ting
CHRO 
Encore Capital Group

Melanie Tinto
CHRO 
WEX

Kristin Gustafson
CHRO
Mirati Therapeutics

Key Takeaways

Historically, HR has been viewed as 
intermediaries for employees. Now, 
they have many other stakeholders 
to address.

On the topic of governance, 
investors are asking about executive 
compensation and ESG metrics.

Companies must have a clearly 
defined culture. What is the value 
proposition you are putting forward? 
What is the compelling reason to 
come into the office? 

https://www.morganstanley.com/atwork
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The Evolution of ESG within  
Executive Incentive Program Design:  
Where Do We Go From Here?

From the Mouths of Execs:  
Real Questions from Executives That Will Make 
You Rethink Your Equity Communications

Key TakeawaysKey Takeaways

Many ESG issues are well-worn 
topics of conversation, but recent 
trends have added pressure:

Social justice movements, 
extreme weather events, growing 
expectations of consumers and 
employees on sustainability, medical 
access and equity, and more.

Even experienced plan participants 
have questions about equity. 
Executives are people too, who 
have a variety of needs around 
compensation.

ThermoFisher uses a modeling 
tool to give employees access 
to information on plans, where 
participants can compare vehicles 
and view prices of competitors.

69% of S&P 500 companies used 
an ESG metric in incentive plans in 
2022 so far, most in annual plans.

Companies are still in a “trial and 
error” phase with ESG in incentive 
design, and it will likely be three to 
five years before accepted common  
practices emerge.

As equity is being distributed  
lower in an organization, executives 
need to be fluent in discussing 
these types of benefits with their 
managers.

Communicators should not fear or 
sugarcoat bad news, and should 
admit knowledge gaps and mistakes 
while demonstrating quick learning 
to maintain credibility.

Susan Pippin
Vice President
Fidelity Workplace 
Consulting

Andy Welt
(Moderator)

SVP, Broad Based Rewards 
Practice Leader 
Fidelity Workplace 
Consulting

Dominic Andwan
Vice President, Executive 
Compensation  
Thermo Fisher Scientific

Ben Stradley
Managing Partner
Pay Governance

Olivia Wakefield
(Moderator)

Partner
Pay Governance

Holly Lichtenfield
Chief Growth & Strategic 
Alliances Officer
SustainaBase
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Exec Comp and Talent: Balancing Retention and 
Recruitment Needs in a Shifting Landscape

Key Takeaways

Talent is widely discussed in the 
boardroom. Directors are expected 
to think about succession planning 
and recruiting, fairness and equity, 
DEI, stakeholder capitalism, politics  
and culture.

ISS plays a role in Say on Pay failure 
rates increasing, but investors are 
really making their own decisions 
based on their own criteria.

For incentive adjustments or one-
time awards, companies should 
assign performance criteria; aligning 
any changes within the context of 
their compensation philosophy.

Companies should also consider 
what levels of the company would 
benefit from any change in practice, 
as investors may be less supportive 
of top-heavy awards or adjustments.

Key Takeaways

Market factors are important, but 
valuation is more important.

Even if there is bad news, you can 
use bad news to sell equity.

Federal Reserve policy is most often 
a reflection rather than a deterrent.

The only sector to outperform the last  
three or five years was Technology.

Low volatility stocks now have 67% odds 
of outperformance, previously 50%.

Tara Tays
Partner
Pay Governance

Teresa Wolownik
Senior Director, 
Compensation & Benefits
Qualcomm

Peter Reali
Managing Director, 
Responsible Investing Team
Nuveen

Megan Shattuck
Head of Strategy,  
US Talent Advisory
Teneo

Sydney Carlock
(Moderator)

Managing Director- Governance
Teneo Power Lunch Speaker 

Denise Chisholm
Director of Quantitative Market Strategy
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Uncertainty, ESG and Adjustments to LTI  
and the Chaos they Create

The Equity Compensation  
Landscape in 2022

Key TakeawaysKey Takeaways

If there are hazy or creative goals set 
in response to uncertainty, what could 
that change in the proxy? What would a 
company do if it missed a stated goal?

Deferred grant dates, mark to market 
accounting, goal modifications or 
discretion are options available 
to companies facing uncertainty. 
However, they still carry risks—such as 
modifications and shifts, or introducing 
double-counting if processes are not 
handled and disclosed correctly.

60% of HR leaders surveyed by 
Morgan Stanley at Work said that 
talent retention and attraction was  
a top challenge for 2022.

In 2021 and early 2022, many 
companies leaned into equity 
compensation programs in light of 
strong market performance.

Try drafting disclosures before 
making any changes to see how 
they look, and ensure they can be 
explained clearly.

When sizing awards in an uncertain 
market, some alternatives to pure 
value-based sizing include grant-date 
spot or trailing average pricing, and 
reversion to a price from an  
earlier grant.

Whatever option is selected, 
companies should try to keep a 
consistent convention.

Robert Slaughter
(Moderator)

Assistant VP, Product 
Management
Morgan Stanley at Work

Louis Taormina
Managing Director
FW Cook

Nathan O’Connor
Managing Director
Equity Methods

Edwin Linares
Head of Executive 
Compensation
Uber

Takis Makridis
CEO
Equity Methods

Shaun Bisman
(Moderator)

Partner
Compensation  
Advisory Partners
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The New Normal:  
Future Trends in Executive CompensationNext Generation Relative TSR

Key TakeawaysKey Takeaways

Uncertainty has led more companies 
to set three one-year goals in place 
of single three-year goals.

Today, the focus is on target pay, 
but in the future and in response to 
eventual SEC pay-for-performance 
rules, more focus is expected on pay 
actually delivered.

Use of TSR in long-term plans has nearly 
doubled in the last 10 years, most often 
implemented as a relative measure.

Despite recent market volatility, 
shareholder expectations for 
performance-based pay have not 
wavered—and today, vanilla TSR 
design doesn’t fully satisfy  
proxy advisors.

ESG metrics should be considered 
when they align with the company’s 
business strategy and goals.

While most ESG metrics used by 
companies are applied to short-term 
incentives, environmental metrics 
are increasingly common in long-
term incentive design.

Companies may consider design 
features based on relative TSR, such 
as negative modifiers, total value 
caps or additional holding periods 
tied to the metric.

Jon Nally
Senior Director Compensation & Equity
Integer Holdings Corp

Liz Stoudt
Partner
Infinite Equity

Eric Labourdette
(Moderator)

Principal
ClearBridge Compensation Group

Joe Yaffe
Partner, Executive 
Compensation & Benefits
Skadden

Steve Cahoon
(Moderator)

Executive Director of  
Business Development
UBS Workplace Wealth Solutions

Ann Glackin
Director of Executive Compensation
Jabil

George Paulin
Partner
Meridian Compensation 
Partners

Irv Becker
Partner
Compensation Advisory 
Partners
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Radical Compensation:  
Are We Going to Pay a Price?

A Storyteller’s Guide to Equity Plans:  
Implementing, Communicating and Promoting

Key TakeawaysKey Takeaways

Global competition for talent drives 
compensation in more radical 
directions to attract candidates. 
Currently, most companies are 
increasing values and participation 
in equity grants.

It is not responsible to treat equity 
as a short-term vehicle, and if the 
stock price falls, it’s best not to react 
immediately to replace lost value.

Proxy advisors can help 
organizations understand how 
shareholders will assess their equity 
plan proposals, and historically have 
a moderate impact on vote results.

‘Against’ recommendations typically 
result in a 15% to 20% reduction  
in support.

This may be a good time to reset 
some of the radical changes 
that came about in the last few 
years, or even to lower executive 
compensation levels.

Reliance on backwards looking data 
(including surveys) is going to be 
risky this year since it may reflect 
radical plans that were common  
last year.

Many companies are experimenting 
with expanded equity pools, front-
loaded or special grants, shorter or 
more frequent vesting schedules, 
and use ESG-related metrics.

Education and storytelling are key for 
successful employee participation, 
and companies should invest in 
communications the way they would 
for a new product.

Chris Dohrmann
(Moderator)

SVP of Strategic 
Partnerships
Global Shares

Michael Gorski
Principal
Semler Brossy

Steve Chan
Vice President, Total Rewards
Papa John’s International

Kristy Sundjaja
Chief People Officer
Taboola

Aalap Shah
(Moderator)

Managing Director
Pearl Meyer
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The Investors Speak:  
Shareholder Priorities in 2022 and Beyond

Fearlessly Accelerating Your Human Capital 
Management Strategy with Compensation 
Design and Governance Practices

Key TakeawaysKey Takeaways

Human capital management 
practices are very important, but 
conveying them to stakeholders is 
equally important, with the proxy 
being the first place investors look.

Adjusted targets and one-time 
awards due to macroeconomic 
factors are generally not favored.

Various stakeholders, from institutional 
investors to proxy advisors, have 
amplified attention on ESG and HCM 
in recent years.

ESG metrics should tie to company 
strategy, and should be relevant to  
key stakeholders.

Holding boards and executives 
accountable for board diversity is 
critical; if investors are asking and 
it’s important to the company, take 
action even without legislation.

Boston Scientific fills out a 
materiality matrix to identify ESG 
issues to address.

Companies should carefully avoid 
incentivizing undesired behavior (such 
as a metric based on engagement 
survey results), which could tempt 
employees to inflate scores.

Margaret Hylas
(Moderator)

Principal
Semler Brossy

Dan Bird
Director, Executive 
Compensation
Boston Scientific

Tracy Stewart
Director of Research
CII

Drew Hambly
Executive Director,  
Corporate Governance
Morgan Stanley

Andy Pritti
Senior Research
Neuberger Berman

Ron Schneider
(Moderator)

Director, Corporate  
Governance Solutions
DFIN

Stuart Hall
ESG Stewardship Manager
Capital Group
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Sponsors

Sapphire

Diamond

Platinum

Bronze

Gold

https://www.fidelity.com/
https://www.morganstanley.com/atwork
https://www.capartners.com/
https://www.bankofamerica.com/
https://www.ubs.com/us/en.html
https://www.haynesboone.com/
https://www.globalshares.com/
https://www.clearbridgecomp.com/
https://www.equitymethods.com/
https://www.pearlmeyer.com/
https://www.meridiancp.com/
https://www.kornferry.com/
https://www.semlerbrossy.com/
https://www.skadden.com/


October 26, 2022  |  Nasdaq Entrepreneurial Center  |  San Francisco, CA

For more information, please visit www.equilar.com/ccf

Save the Date!
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